
 

 

MEMORANDUM 

FROM:  Nigel Davenport – Venture Timaru Chief Executive  

TO:  Timaru District Mayor and Councillors  

SUBJECT: Venture Timaru Operational Update for the three months to 31 March 2023 

DATE:  22nd May 2023  

Background 

Please find attached an update relating to our Economic Development and Visitor Promotion operations for the quarter 

to 31 March 2023.  

General Commentary 

Having weathered the COVID storm better than most we, like the rest of New Zealand, are really seeing the effects of 

inflationary pressures, rising cost of living and supply chain disruptions (better than what is was but still some delays 

being experienced). Whilst our spending levels (consumer and tourism) are up on same period last year, there is a 

noticeable softening in our local economy as our buying trends more towards “must have” items versus “nice to have”. 

That said we have an extremely diverse industry sector base which coupled with some key local projects due to 

commence (such as the Scott Base Redevelopment) gives us cause for some optimism that we will continue to perform 

well – if not a bit lumpy moving forward.   

A key challenge moving forward is to ensure the voice of Canterbury and the South Island remains prominent as central 

government looks to rightly rebuild North Island areas affected by Cyclone Gabrielle and address inflationary pressures. 

However, it is critical the right balance needs to be found between this focus and the need to keep the beating heart of 

New Zealand going strongly – the latter being something we contribute greatly to through our local business and 

industry sectors. To assist this “voice” we recently commissioned a report on our local Food & Fibre exports to clearly 

evidence our strength in this area – key findings being: 

• Food and fibre exports from South Canterbury totaled $3.9 billion in 2022. 
• These exports represented 7.3% of New Zealand’s food and fibre exports. 
• Given that South Canterbury accounts for just 1.2% of New Zealand’s population, the region punches above its 

weight in terms of its contribution to New Zealand’s total food and fibre exports. 
• Food and fibre exports have grown rapidly. Over the five years to 2022, the value of food and fibre exports from 

South Canterbury climbed 82% from an estimated $2.1 billion in 2017 to $3.9 billion in 2022. 
• Additionally, it is conservatively estimated that heavy vehicle movements on South Canterbury’s state highways 

contribute $35 million to the government’s road user charge (RUC) revenue – yet on average over past few 
years we have received no more than $10m p.a in roading funding back. 

 

PRIORITY – Housing – we continue to advocate for an environment that excites and inspires property owners 

developers and investors to actively progress developments that will bring diversity into our housing market – 

inner/near city apartments & townhouses, infill and medium to large scale residential development. 

This is a long game; however we are working closely with the council to progress opportunities associated with 

proactively developing and promoting opportunities in this space right across our district. In our discussions with 

property owners, developers, and investors there is a general consensus and desire to make things happen, we just need 



 

 
to establish resources that assist their understanding on what can be done and where when it comes to both association 

rules and regulations but also imagery associated with typography of development.    

Through the recent reset of the CityTown project we look forward to championing the Private Sector Partnership 

workstream – a key part of this is facilitating an enabling environment that excites and inspire a variety of 

developments. 

 
PRIORITY – Energy Efficiency & Conservation Authority Regional Energy Transition Accelerator – following a 

stakeholder session held at Alpine Energy House early Feb, the final EECA RETA Report detailing our pathway to lower 

emissions across South & Mid Canterbury will be released late May. From there the focus will be on implementation and 

we at VT will work closely with all stakeholders to progress this I the months to come. 

VT will also partner with Alpine Energy to follow up with those medium to large energy users to collate in more detail 

their short and longer term energy demands aligned with potential growth plans etc…    

 
PRIORITY – Workforce Attraction  

• Through January/February we have initiated initial social media campaigns using our recently competed Timaru 
Story - SEE HERE  – separately targeting Auckland and wider North Island. Using a slightly different approach this 
is really a proof of concept exercise which will inform us of the next steps in this important area of our work.  

• We are also reviewing the variety of workforce attraction resources held in various locations across our websites 
, YouTube, and other platforms as to correctness and usefulness. This review involves seeking input from a 
selection of local businesses and also recruitment agencies. Will inform priorities in this space, what to focus on, 
update and as importantly do away with. 

• Very pleasing to also be ranked #1 region for relocation ex the metropolitans with this gaining significant 
attention nationally and locally. 

a. Timaru Top Regional Town 

b.  Timaru Pretty Good Place to Be 

  

c. America to Timaru - Couple falls in love with town 

d.  We Love Timaru - why some agree it’s the best place to live. 

e. National TV coverage also occurred with 

i. VT CE on The Project Monday 20th Timaru The Project 12,000 views/134 shares 

ii. Mayor Bowen on Seven Sharp Tuesday 21st March Timaru Seven Sharp  

f. We have further amplified our social media campaigns into the North Island off the back of the above 

referencing the articles and TV appearances alongside our new Timaru Video. In the last 7 days alone  

i. Auckland specific targeted campaign has  seen 21k click throughs. 

ii. The rest of NZ specific campaign has seen 26,000 click throughs. 

iii. In total a social media targeted campaigns since Jan have been clicked/viewed 76,700 times. 

https://www.vtdevelopment.co.nz/live-and-work/our-story-video
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/131459253/want-to-move-out-of-the-city-but-not-sure-where-here-are-the-regions-ranked
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/131546486/pretty-good-place-to-be-timaru-reacts-to-top-spot-in-study
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/131549206/america-to-timaru-couple-falls-in-love-with-town
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/131560596/we-love-timaru-why-some-agree-the-town-is-the-best-place-to-live
https://fb.watch/jrab-vqFFc/
https://www.facebook.com/sevensharp/videos/1428852604520347


 

 
g. We have completed discussions with a variety of local employers, recruiters, and HR heads to review 

existing workforce attraction resources, modes and content and are actively updating these across our 

website and social media platforms. 

h. We’ve received a variety of comments/emails as a result of the above exposure – some examples: 

 

Hi Nigel - I saw you on the project last night and it could not have been better timing as my partner, and I 
navigate what ‘moving out of Auckland so we can purchase a house’ might look like. I have been on trade me all 
morning and wow! There are some beauties down there.  Having never been, would you recommend particular 
suburbs over others to be looking at? We are heading down in a month to have a look around. 

 
We just got a phone call from a woman, Beverly Castle. She said  she had just recently read the Stuff article 
ranking Timaru as the No.1 place to move to. She wanted to say she and many generations of her family have 
lived in Timaru, and wanted to say it’s a lovely place and wanted to personally thank the team at Venture Timaru 
for the work that we do, and have done for our region. She said we had done a great job and she thanked us very 
much for it, and wanted me to pass the message on to the rest of you. 

 
We lived there for 43 years and miss it very much. It’s a beautiful city with very little rain, a crisp coldness in 
winter that refreshes you, and is a hub to outreach a multitude of activities all accessible on day trips. A 
wonderful city to raise your children and beautifully laid out with its sparkling harbour with the mountains in the 
background. Nowhere better! 

 
Additional snapshot updates: 

- Scott Base – with final project budgets and initial contractors currently being finalised, all is on track for this 
exciting project to commence onsite at Primeport mid-late July 2023. We continue to work closely with all 
parties to ensure their servicing and support requirements will be met and the wide range of associated 
opportunities fully explored.  

- MyNextMove (MnM) 
▪ with our very own youth transition initiative being the basis for now 25+ like services across NZ, we were 

thrilled in the recent budget to receive confirmation that funding for this initiative has been extended for a 
further two years. We had worked closely with both MSD (the funder) and MOE (the endorser) to both 
extend and expand (double the number) this valued initiative. However the current environment and need 
to repair North Island areas meant the expansion came off the table. Still the extension of existing provider 
contracts is very much welcomed. 

▪ Aligned to our work in this this space we have also recently received confirmation of funding up to $70K 
over the next 3 years to hold up to 8 events to expose our rangatahi to the wide range of opportunities in 
the Tech Sector (we are one of only 13 areas selected nationally). We will be working closely with our 
Dunedin and CHCH counterparts to align to our existing relationships with Canty Tech and Centre of Digital 
Excellence in their areas.  

▪ Pathways Expo 2023 (MnM in partnership with local Careers Advisors)involving 30+ businesses and >700 
students held successfully in May. 

- New Business Opportunities we are working closely with TDHL and others as appropriate on a variety of parties 
interested at expanding operations into Timaru – with specific interest in the Washdyke Industrial area. Central 
location, connectivity, and high levels of collaboration within and between industry sectors are common 
attraction themes across these interested parties. As no doubt expected. these discussions are commercially 
sensitive and are being undertaken under NDA. 
 
 



 

 
- Yeah ahead 2023/24 – we welcomed the opportunity to present to Council our 2023/24 Statement of Intent,  

providing additional context into our workstream priorities going forward. We are looking to solidify the plans 
and strategy, backing the presented Aspirational 2050 work, to help inform and align with Council’s 2024 year 
review of the Long Term Plan. 

 
Tourism and Visitor 

▪ TRENZ This is New Zealand’s largest international tourism business event and the most important event of the 

year on the tourism events calendar. TRENZ brings hundreds of international travel buyers together to meet with 

New Zealand’s leading tourism operators (sellers) over four days to build or renew relationships and negotiate 

business for upcoming seasons. Held in May 2023, it was the first time TRENZ has been held since the pandemic, 

and was hosted in Christchurch at Te Pae.  In total 1500 people attended from around the world.  Timaru District 

has not been represented at TRENZ for a number of years pre-Covid and the Christchurch location created a 

perfect opportunity for us to take part.  

 

Venture Timaru represented the district as the Regional Tourism Organisation, highlighting key visitor attractions 

and hospitality operators including Te Ana, Raptor Experience, Geraldine Farm Tours, Barkers Eatery, Geraldine 

Cheese Co, The Oxford, Hector Black’s, and Bay Hill Bar. In addition, Venture Timaru partnered with Mackenzie 

Region to host pre and post familiarization (famil) visits to our region for delegates.  In total we hosted 40 

delegates from North American, the United Kingdom, Europe, Asia, India, and Australia. The delegates include 

representatives of tour companies targeting high-end free independent travelers (FITs) and groups. Refer 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300870073/travel-buyers-brought-to-timaru-to-boost-tourist-

numbers  

 

Venture Timaru believes future attendance at TRENZ is vital to build our international reputation as a visitor 

destination and will continue to work on this, with the aim of having some of our tourism operators attend with 

VT in 2024. 

 

▪ Business Events - The website listing is now live https://www.vttourism.co.nz/events/business-events and a pdf 

or e-book is in final draft.  A two-day trade show is being held in Wellington in late June, Meetings NZ, and we will 

be exhibiting promoting Timaru as a central destination for business events of up to 30 people.  These could be 

executive/leadership team retreats, or small conferences. 

▪ Qualmark – We are delighted to share that Geraldine Farm Tours has received Silver Qualmark this month.  This is 

the second of our operators that we have been specifically supporting with this process and it is hugely pleasing 

that they have gained a silver award.  Work is continuing with other operators to gain their Qualmark status.  The 

importance of being Quakmarked is that it is an endorsement of the quality of the experience, and means 

operators gain support and promotion from Tourism New Zealand. 

▪ Destination Management Plan (DMP)  – The DMP is now just over 18 months old and the tourism team is taking 

time to assess progress on the key actions and report back to the Tourism and Visitor Advisory Group.  A critical 

addition with the the inclusion of cruise in the plan and we plan to survey operators who have been involved in 

the last season plus the wider community to gauge their views on building the cruise sector for the region. 

▪ SCOFF – Initial planning underway, as SCOFF enters its fourth year.  This time is will not have central government 

funding support, as a result, sponsorship is now being sought.  The target is to get $25,000 of sponsorship from 

members of our Food Processing & Manufacturing BCG.  At this stage the format of the event will remain the 

same – featuring highlighted South Canterbury dishes at eateries.  Some addition features will also be added in, to 

be confirmed.   

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300870073/travel-buyers-brought-to-timaru-to-boost-tourist-numbers
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300870073/travel-buyers-brought-to-timaru-to-boost-tourist-numbers
https://www.vttourism.co.nz/events/business-events
https://www.meetings.co.nz/


 

 
▪ Website –  

o New this month is the 10 Reasons to visit tab - https://www.vttourism.co.nz/10-reasons-to-visit-timaru  

o Home page video – under construction and expected to be live in the next couple of weeks. 

▪ Official Visitor Guide (OVG) 2023 - Design concepts are now in draft form for our new OVG, with print and 

distribution target of October 2023.  The guide in its existing format has been well received and while digital 

content is vital, it appears there is still demand for a hard copy document to promote the region.  Our new guide 

will be more extensive, with itineraries and highlights of key attractions, plus it will include business listings for 

operators, with a nominal fee for inclusion, based on a cost recovery model for the brochure.  This is in line with 

what most other RTOs are producing around the country.  

▪ TSRR Funding & Project Updates - Product development work continues with the following businesses including 
digital capability, marketing collateral, business plans, project management.   

▪ Raptor Experience 
▪ Pleasant Point Museum & Railway 
▪ Te Ana Māori Rock Art Centre 
▪ Geraldine Vintage Car & Machinery Museum 
▪ SC Traction Engine Museum 
▪ Geraldine Farm Tours 
▪ Roger Mahan Heritage Centre 
▪ Route 79 
▪ SC Car Club 

▪ Other project updates: 
▪ Cycle & Walk Trails Strategy – Work continuing. 

▪ Capability Training for Operators: At the end of the summer and autumn visitor season, we are now looking to 
offer capability training in the quieter months.  Plans at present are for: 

▪ Sustainability Workshop 25 May – Presented by Tourism Industry Association, this will be an interactive, 
practical session for operators, so they leave with an action plan for their business. 

▪ Local visitor attraction update for accommodation and hospitality staff – a series of workshops will be held 
to bring frontline staff together to learn the key visitor points and attractions for the Timaru District. Famils 
will also be offered the opportunity to give staff hands on experience of our visitor attractions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.vttourism.co.nz/10-reasons-to-visit-timaru


 

 
Monitoring Indicators (non-financials) as per 2021/22 Statement of Intent (as at 31st March 2023) 
 

1. Gross Domestic Product – Tim Dist v NZ – source Infometrics  

 

 

 

 

Infometrics chief forecaster Gareth Kiernan sums up this 

result: 

▪ “Although Timaru’s growth is well below the nationwide 

average in the latest results, it was well ahead of the 

nationwide average over the previous two years.”  

▪ “some areas are still playing post-Covid catch-up, and 

it’s important to look at the district’s figures in a wider 

context, of the “uneven effects” of the pandemic on 

different parts of the country. 

 

 

 

2. Unemployment Rate – Tom Dist v NZ– source Infometrics 

 

 

 

 

Timaru District at 2.9% remains firmly below NZ 3.4% and 

Canterbury regions 3.2%. The national labour market has 

started to cool, barely, as a challenging economic outlook 

reduces businesses’ willingness to make new hires but 

higher net migration in the last 3-6 months has lifted the 

supply of workers. The unemployment rate still lingers 

around record lows, indicating the labour market remains 

very tight, and earnings growth is elevated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
3. Housing Affordability – source interest.co.nz 

  

 

Based on median household incomes to median house prices, Timaru District remains one of the 

most affordable places in the country to purchase a house – with our median house price $510K 

costing 5.19x our median household income $98K (Sept 91.7k). However as detailed earlier in 

this report the pressing issue remains the quality and availability of housing stock at or near this price and 

critical need for diversity of product. In speaking with local real estate agents recently, the market has sifted 

dramatically in the past 6-9 months (o/a cost of living and inflationary pressures) firmly into a buyers’ market 

from a sellers’ market – albeit lack of diversity in properties available, other than traditional house and land, is 

noticeable.  

 

 

4. Visitor & Consumer Spend - source Infometrics.  

 

 

 

International border reopening and the re-emergence of 

international tourism has seen our tourism expenditure growth v 

NZ revert to traditional levels.  

 

That said the 12% growth in local tourism spend equates to 

$187m for the March 22 year v $167m a year ago – so a very 

strong and positive result.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

A steady resuly with year on year 7.6% increase in comsumer 

spending. Interestingly consumer spending over the three-year period 

from March 2020 to March 2023, rose 16.9% in the district, compared 

to nationwide growth of 14.1%. In short, spending in Timaru was less 

heavily affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and restrictions than in 

many other parts of the country, so activity in the district is coming 

from a stronger starting position, implying there is less scope for 

growth now than in some other regions. 

 

Still-high inflation, and households refixing onto higher mortgage rates throughout 2023, will see consumer spending 

growth ease over 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Financials 

In the 9 months YTD we are tracking very much in line against budget across all workstreams. Important to note the 

variances of actual v budget of our central government funded initiatives/projects (MyNextMove, Simulator, Tourism 

Fuinding etc…) primarily relates to timing differences only.  

For example:  
- VR Simulator actual expense of $231K v income of $145K – the variance being prior period funding carried over 

unspent from 2022 year and expensed in the current year. 
- Major Events funding utilising funding allocated but not used in 2022 year o/a covid impacts but retained and 

utilised in the current year. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 


